
TRUSTED BY 600+ ORGANISATIONS

POWERED BY AI

Built on a proprietary legal Large Language Model 
(LLM), Luminance uses next-generation AI to automate 
the generation, negotiation and analysis of contracts.

Developed by world-leading AI experts and validated 
by leading lawyers, Luminance’s specialist ‘legal-grade’ 
AI is a trusted co-pilot for any legal team.
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With Luminance, we have everything we need in one place.” “



• AI takes a first pass review of any incoming 
contract, visually highlighting which clauses are 
acceptable or not, all within MS Word

• Luminance can even bring counterparty 
contracts into line with gold standards and 
preferred positions in a single click, reducing 
time drains on Legal

• Suggested precedent and fallback positions are 
available at all times via the sidebar

First Pass Contract Analysis and  
Auto Mark-Up: Focus Attention 
Where It’s Needed

•    Ask Luminance’s chatbot questions about contracts 
and receive instant responses, e.g. ‘Who are the 
parties?’, ‘What is the Governing Law?’

• Apply business-wide to save Legal from 
answering routine, repetitive queries

• Redraft clauses on-the-fly to quickly amend 
problematic provisions

• Use Lumi Generate to find the perfect middle 
ground between counterparty paper and 
preferred internal positions

‘Legal-Grade’ Chatbot: AI-Powered 
Q&A and Automated Redrafting 

• Luminance automatically suggests acceptable 
wording from precedent – substitute at the click 
of a button

• Provide rationale on-the-fly whilst negotiating 
contracts to better inform future decision-making 
and prevent loss of institutional knowledge 

Utilise Existing Institutional 
Knowledge and Maintain Compliance

Next-Generation AI for Contract Negotiation, within MS Word



• Luminance’s AI-powered repository automatically 
extracts key information from all contracts, whether 
executed or under negotiation, providing instant 
insight across over 1,000 legal concepts, such as 
contract term, clauses present, governing law, etc.

• Automatically highlights areas of risk or business 
opportunity, e.g. flagging key periods within 
contracts such as commencement dates, breaks 
and expiration

• ‘Ask Lumi’ in the repository helps any business 
user looking to rapidly locate and understand their contracts, e.g. ‘Which of our Sales Agreements  
are assignable but require written consent?’, or ‘Do we have unlimited liability in any of our contracts?’

• Provides tools for real-time reporting of user activity to enable effective project insight and KPI tracking

Granular Insight into All Contracts and Users

AI-Powered Insight into All Enterprise Contracts

Luminance adds value, speeds up processes and 
eliminates risks, making the company more efficient.”

“

Luminance’s Al enables our lawyers to retrieve key 
information in a matter of minutes.”

“

Doubled the number of contracts reviewed 
per quarter

Non-legal teams including Sales, 
Procurement and Finance are fully aligned 
with Legal on all contractual matters

“This technology has  
been a game-changer for 
our business.”
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AI-Driven Legal Process Automation Tools:
Automate Administrative Work and Routine Processes

Allows lawyers to create any kind of contract template, enabling employees to generate contracts that meet 
internal legal standards.

Provides a centralised system for Legal to communicate 
with employees requesting contracts, asking queries and 
accessing legal help.

Manages the efficient, compliant flow of contracts 
around an organisation: automatically assign workflows 
by virtue of contract properties, including content, 
governing law, type and language.

Automated Contract Drafting

Legal Helpdesk

Drag-and-Drop Workflow Editor 

<5 mins from NDA generation to signature

30% time-savings on contract review

Fewer contracts negotiated on third party paper

Instant contract summary with Ask Lumi

Language agnostic AI works across 
multiple languages

“With Luminance, we 
can eliminate bottlenecks 
and accelerate our time 
to signature.”

“Luminance is a best-in-class 
AI technology for in-house 
legal teams.”


